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A Kirkman square with index 2, latinicity #, block size k, and v points, a 
KSk(v;/~, 2), is a t x t array (t = 2(v -- 1 )/it(k- 1 )) defined on a v-set V such that ( l) 
every point of V is contained in precisely p cells of each row and cohtmn, (2) each 
cell of the array is either empty or contains a k-subset of V, and (3) the collection 
of blocks obtained from the non-empty cells of the array is a (v, k, 2)-BIBD. For 
# = 1, the existence of a KSk(V; p, 2) is equivalent o the existence of a doubly 
resolvable (v,k, 2)-BIBD. The spectrum of KSE(V; 1, 1) or Room squares was 
completed by Mullin and Wallis in 1975. In this paper, we determine the spectrum 
of KS3(v; 1, 2) or DR(v, 3, 2)-BIBDs with at present six possible exceptions for v. 
© 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Kirkman square with index 2, latinicity p, block size k, and v points, 
a KSk(v;gt, 2), is a tx t  array ( t=2(v -1) /p (k -1 ) )  defined on a v-set V 
such that 
(1) every point of V is contained in precisely p cells of each row and 
column, 
(2) each cell of the array either is empty or contains a k-subset of V, 
and 
(3) the collection of blocks obtained from the non-empty cells of the 
array is a (v, k, 2)-BIBD. 
The existence of KS2(v; p, 2) has been completely settled [31, 38, 39 ]. 
The existence of a KSk(v;/~,2 ) is equivalent o the existence of a 
p-resolvable (v, k, 2)-BIBD with a pair of orthogonal p-resolutions [38]. 
In particular, the existence of a KSk(v; 1, 2) is equivalent to the existence 
of a doubly resolvable (v, k, 2)-BIBD. In this paper, we are interested in the 
existence of KSk(V; 1, 2) or DR(v, k, 2)-BIBDs. 
A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) D is a collection B of sub- 
sets (blocks) taken from a finite set V of v elements with the properties: 
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(1) Every pair of distinct elements of V is contained in precisely 2 
blocks of B. 
(2) Every block contains exactly k elements. 
We denote such a design as a (v, k, 2)-BIBD. The necessary conditions for 
the existence of a (v, k, 2)-BIBD are 
£ (v -  1 )~0 (mod k) and 2v(v-  1 ) -0  (mod k (k -  1)). (1) 
A (v, k, 2)-BIBD D is said to be resolvable (and denoted by (v, k, 2)- 
RBIBD) if the blocks of D can be partitioned into classes R1, R2, ..., Rr 
(resolution classes) where r = 2(v -  1) / (k-  1) such that each element of D 
is contained in precisely one block of each class. The classes R1,-R2 ..., Rr 
form a resolution of D. The necessary conditions for the existence of a 
(v, k, )~)-BIBD are (1) and v -0  (mod k). 
A (v, k, 2)-BIBD D is said to be doubly resolvable if there exist two 
resolutions R and R' of the blocks such that ]Ri c~ Rj[ ~< 1 for all Ri e R and 
R) e R'. (It should be noted that the blocks of the design are considered as 
being labeled so that if a subset of the element set occurs as a block more 
than once the blocks are treated as distinct.) The resolutions R and R' are 
called orthogonal resolutions of the design. A doubly resolvable (v, k, 2)- 
BIBD is denoted by DR(v, k, 2)-BIBD. 
We can use a pair of orthogonal resolutions of a DR(v, k, 2)-BIBD to con- 
struct a KSk(v; 1, 2). We index the rows and columns of an r x r array with a 
pair of orthogonal resolutions, R and R'. In the cell labeled (R,  Rj), we place 
Ri c~ R~. for all R~ e R and R~ e R'. IfRi c~ R~ = ~,  the cell is left empty. It is easy 
to verify that this array is a KSk(v; 1, 2). Similarly, it is easy to see that a 
KSk(v; 1, 2) displays a pair of orthogonal resolutions of a DR(v, k, 2)-BIBD. 
To illustrate these definitions, a KS3(12; 1, 2) is displayed in Fig. 1. The 
rows of the KS3(12; 1, 2) form the resolution classes of one resolution of 
the DR(12, 3, 2)-BIBD and the columns contain the resolution classes of 
an orthogonal resolution. Note that this design contains as a subarray a 
KS3(3; 1, 2) in the upper left hand corner of the array. 
ABC DEF GHI JKL 
ABC DEF GHI 
FGJ AIL BEK CDH 
EIL CHK BFJ 
DHK AEL BFG 
FHL BGJ CDK AEI 
EGK 
DIJ 
BIK 
AHJ 
CGL 
JKL 
ADG 
CIJ 
ADJ BHL CFI 
CFL BEH AGK 
AFH CEJ DGL 
CEG FIK BDL 
BDI AFK EHJ 
Fro. 1. A KS3(12; 1,2) [14]. 
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In general, the spectrum of resolvable BIBDs remains open. The 
existence of these designs has been established for several small values of k 
and 2. It is well known that there exists a (v, 2, 1)-RBIBD for v a positive 
integer and v -0  (mod 2). Necessary and sufficient conditions are also 
known for the following (k, 2) pairs: 
(3, 1) [44] (3,2) [17] (4, 1) [18] (4,3) [3] (6, 10) [2]. 
In the past few years, progress has been made for several other (k, 2) pairs; 
some of these are (5, 1) [6], (5,4) [41], (8, 1) [15], and (8,7) [12]. 
(See also [13] for a recent survey.) In each of these cases, the necessary 
conditions are known to be sufficient with a finite number of (possible) 
exceptions. The existence of (v, k, 2)-RBIBDs has also been established 
asymptotically [40]. 
In contrast, very little is known about the existence of doubly resolvable 
balanced incomplete block designs. Although infinite classes of DR(v, k, 2)- 
BIBDs have been constructed for some values of k where k ~> 3 [ 11, 8, 30], 
necessary and sufficient conditions are known only for block size k = 2. 
A DR(v, 2, 1)-BIBD or a KS2(v; 1, 1) is also known as a Room square of 
side v -1 ,  a RS(v -1) .  The spectrum of Room squares was completed by 
Mullin and Wallis in 1975 [43]. 
THEOREM 1.1 [ 43 ]. There exists a DR(v,  2, 1 )-BIBD or a RS(v -  1 ) fo r  
v a positive integer, v - 0 (rood 2) and v ~ 4 or 6. 
There is an extensive bibliography available on Room squares and 
Room squares with special properties; see for example [43] and the more 
recent survey [ 9 ]. 
The existence of DR(v,k, 2)-BIBDs or KSk(v;1,2)s for k~>3 is in 
general an open and very difficult problem. Quite a lot of work has been 
done since the Room square problem was completed in 1975 to try to 
determine the spectrum of a second class of doubly resolvable BIBDs, [ 8, 
11, 45, 46, 52, 55, 56, 37]. The first case for DR(v, k, 2)-BIBDs with k = 3, 
2= 1, appears to be quite difficult, and the best result, thus far, is 
asymptotic. The necessary condition for the existence of a DR(v, 3, 1)- 
BIBD is v - 3 (mod 6). 
THEOREM 1.2 [45]. There exists a constant v 1 such that for  all V~V 1 
and v=3 (rood 6), there exists a KS3(v; 1, l). 
The next case, for k = 3, 2 = 2, is more tractable and two infinite classes 
have been constructed. The necessary condition for the existence of a 
KS3(v ; 1, 2) is v -0  (mod 3). 
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THEOREM 1.3 [37]. There exists a KS3(v; 1, 2) which contains as a 
subarray a KS3(3; 1, 2) for  v - 3 (rood 12). 
THEOREM 1.4 [28]. Let M= {6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 30, 32, 
34, 38, 39, 42, 44, 46, 51, 52, 58, 118}. Let v=9m +3, where m is a positive 
integer, m (s M w {3}. There exists a KS3( v ; 1, 2) which contains as a sub- 
array a KS3(3; 1, 2). 
The purpose of this paper is to show that we can now complete the 
spectrum of KS3(v; 1,2)s or DR(v, 3,2)-BIBDs with, at present, six 
possible exceptions for v. We will also show that this case provides a very 
nice analog to the Room square problem. 
Our main recursive construction uses the close connection between parti- 
tioned generalized balanced tournament designs (PGBTDs) and Kirkman 
squares. This connection and several constructions for Kirkman squares 
which use PGBTDs are described in the next section. Section 3 contains a 
number of other constructions, both direct and recursive, for KS3(v; 1, 2)s. 
Our main result, the existence of KS3(v; 1, 2), is in Section 4. 
2. PARTITIONED GENERALIZED BALANCED 
TOURNAMENT DESIGNS AND KIRKMAN SQUARES 
A generalized balanced tournament design, GBTD(n, k), defined on a 
kn-set V, is an arrangement of the blocks of a (kn, k, k -  1 )-BIBD defined 
on V into an n x (kn - 1) array such that 
(1) every element of V is contained in precisely one cell of each 
column, and 
(2) every element of V is contained in at most k cells of each row. 
This generalizes the idea of a balanced tournament design and we note that 
a GBTD(n, 2) is a BTD(n). 
A simple but very important observation is stated in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Every element o f  a GBTD(n ,k )  is contained k times in 
(n -  1) rows and (k -  1) times in the remaining row. 
Let G be a GBTD(n, k). An element which is contained in only k -  1 
cells of row i of G is called a deficient element of row i. It is easily seen that 
each row of G contains exactly k deficient elements. These elements are 
called the deficient k-tuple of row i. The deficient elements of row i need 
not occur in a common block of row i. 
LEMMA 2.2. The deficient k-tuples o f  G partition the set V into n k-tuples. 
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-Let C=(C1,  C2 .... , Cn) w where Ci, 1 <<.i~n, is the deficient k-tuple of 
row i of G. If  C occurs as a column in G k -  1 times, G is said to have 
Property C. 
Let G be a GBTD(n, k) defined on V. Suppose we can partition the 
columns of G into k+l  sets B1,B 2 ..... B~+ 1 where [B i [=n for 
i=1 ,2  .... , k -2 ,  IB i l=n-1  for i=k- l ,  k, and lBk+l [= l  such that 
(1) every element of V occurs precisely once in each row and column 
of B~ for i = 1, 2, ..., k - 2, and 
(2) every element of V occurs precisely once in each row and column 
of B~wBk+ 1for i=k -1  and i=k.  
Then the GBTD(n, k), G, is called partitioned and we denote the design by 
PGBTD(n, k). Let C= (C1, C2, ..., C,) T where C~, 1 ~< i ~ n, is the deficient 
k-tuple of row i of G. It is clear that if G is partitioned then B~ + 1 = C. If  
G is partitioned and has Property C, then each of the n x n arrays, 
B1, B2 .... , B~_2, will contain a copy of C as a column. To illustrate these 
definitions, a PGBTD(8, 3) with Property C is displayed in Fig. 2. This is 
the smallest known nontrivial example of a PGBTD(n, k) with k = 3. 
The existence of partitioned generalized balanced tournament designs is 
equivalent to the existence of Kirkman squares in diagonal form. Let K be 
a KSk(nk; 1, k -1 )  defined on V. K is said to be in diagonal form if it can 
be written in the following form: 
A F I 
F~ E 
K= 
Ol  
D2 
Ok -- 2 
A is an n x n array which contains n k-tuples along its diagonal. F 1 is an 
n x n - 1 array of k-tuples; F2 is an n - 1 x n array of k-tuples; and E is an 
n -- 1 x n -- 1 empty array. Each of the arrays Di, 1 ~ i ~< k -  2, is an n x n 
array of k-tuples. All of the remaining cells of K are empty• We recall that 
K displays a pair of orthogonal resolutions of a DR(kn, k, k - 1)-BIBD. 
One of the main results in [ 22 ] is the following equivalence. 
TI-mOREM 2.3 [22]. There exists a PGBTD(n, k) if and only if there 
exists a KSk(nk; 1, k -1 )  in diagonal form. 
A KS3(24; 1, 2) in diagonal form is displayed in Fig. 3. This design is 
constructed from the PGBTD(8, 3) in Fig. 2. 
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013 91318 14209 /3168 a172 71011 3`615 51219 
81419 /3102 ~1117 145 3  `09 151618 3712 61320 
a511 161920 3'153 91012 1816 3813 /3417 7140 
7918 346 12160 1727 /31911 a205 101314 8151 
61015 11171 /3135 c~ 1420 478 "~312 18190 9162 
/3720 a814 1512 3'186 121315 049 61116 10173 
131617 j 3'120 679 15193 20510 /3114 c~28 11184 
2412 I 5715 81018 11130 14163 17196 2019 a/37 
B1 
141718 7131 7810 16204 0611 /3215 a39 
124 101419 1505 ~179 a183 81112 7716 
91520 /3113 c~1218 256 7110 161719 4813 
a612 17200 7164 101113 1927 3914 fl518 
71019 457 13171 1838 /32012 c~06 111415 
71116 12182 /3146 c~150 589 7413 19201 
/380 c~915 2023 3`197 131416 1510 61217 
3513 [ 6816 91119 12141 15174 18207 0210 
B2 
/391 c~ 1016 034 7208 141517 2611 71318 51219 
151819 7142 8911 1705 1712 /3316 2410 61320 
235 111520 1616 fl1810 c~194 91213 3'817 7140 
10160 /3124 c~1319 367 7211 171820 5914 8151 
a713 1801 7175 111214 2038 41015 /3619 9162 
~/1120 568 14182 1949 /3013 a17 121516 10173 
81217 13193 /3157 a161 6910 7514 2002 11184 
4614 7917 101220 13152 16185 1908 1311 c~/3 ` 
B3 B 4 
FIG. 2. [Bx B 2 B 3 B4] is a PGBTD(8, 3). 
51219 
6 13 20 
7140 
8151 
9162 
10173 
11184 
~/3,~ 
B~ 
FIG. 3. A KS3(24; 1, 2) in diagonal form. 
Ba 
B1 
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The spectrum of PGBTD(n, 2) has been completed with at most three 
possible exceptions. 
TI-~Og~M 2.4 [20, 21, 33-35]. There exists a PGBTD(n,  2) fo r  n= 1 
and for  all n, n a positive integer, n >~ 5 except possibly fo r  n ~ {9, 11, 15}. 
Furthermore, there do not exist PGBTD(n,  2) fo r  n -- 2, 3, or 4. 
Thus, in the smallest case, block size k = 2, Theorem 2.3 can be used to 
construct KSs(v; 1, 1) in diagonal form; these designs are also known as 
maximum empty subarray Room squares of side v - 1 or MESRS(v - 1) [ 51 ]. 
Similarly, PGBTD(n, 3) can be used to construct KS3(3n; 1,2) in 
diagonal form. The existence of PGBTD(n, 3) has been established with 
a finite number of exceptions for n [25]. (The proof of this result is 
fairly complex and it requires several recursive constructions as well as 
direct constructions and the existence of a number of other designs.) In 
this paper, we show that we can now complete the spectrum of 
KS3(3n; 1,2). A simple modification of one of the main recursive 
constructions for GBTDs (and PGBTDs) will be used for large n. This 
construction requires the existence of incomplete arrays and parti- 
tioned generalized balanced tournament designs with partitionable trans- 
versals. 
Let V be a finite set of size n. Let K be a subset of V of size k. An incom- 
plete orthogonal array IA(n, k, s) is an (n s -k  s) x s array written on the 
symbol set V such that every ordered pair of Vx V - (KxK)  ocurs in any 
ordered pair of columns from the array. An IA(n, k, s) is equivalent to a set 
of s -  2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order n which are missing a 
subsquare of order k. (An IA(n, k, s) is also known as a TD(s, n) --TD(s, k) 
[ 5 ] ). We need not be able to fill in the k x k missing subsquares with Latin 
squares of order k. 
Let B be a PGBTD(n + 1, k) with Property C which is defined on 
Vw{ool,  0%,..., oek}. We write B in the following form where oe= 
The arrays 
B= Aa As "" Ak C C ...  C 
R1 Rs "" R~ ~ ~ .. .  
Ri 
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form the partitioning of B : Ai is an n x n array, Ri is a 1 x n array, and C i 
is an n x l  array. Let A=[A~A2. . .Ak] .  Consider the blocks of B as 
ordered k-tuples. Suppose T is a collection of kn k-tuples of A such that 
(i) every element of V occurs precisely once in the j th  position of a 
k-tuplein T fo r j= l ,2  .... ,k, and 
(ii) no two k-tuples in T occur in the same column of A. 
If we can partition the k-tuples of T into k sets of n k-tuples, T~, T2 ..... Tk, 
such that every element of V occurs precisely once in T; and the k-tuples 
in Ti occur in n distinct rows of A~ for i = 1, 2, ..., k, then the transversal T 
is called a partitionable transversal of B. The starter-adder construction 
for PGBTD(n + 1, k) can be used to find examples of PGBTDs with 
partitionable transversals [ 23, 24]. 
One of the most useful recursive constructions for PGBTDs is the 
following. 
T~OREM 2.5 [23--25]. Suppose there exists 
(1) a PGBTD(n + 1, k) with Property C which contains a set of w 
partitionable transversals T ~, T 2, ..., T w, 
(2) a set of k mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side m, 
(3) IA(m+lj ,  lj, k+2)  where ~.~.=~ lj=l, 
(4) a PGBTD(m, k), and 
(5) a PGBTD(m + l, k). 
Then there is a PGBTD((n + 1)m + l, k). 
This construction produces a PGBTD((n + 1)m + l, k) which contains as 
a subdesign a PGBTD(m + l, k). By using Theorem 2.3 and this construc- 
tion to construct a KS3(3m(n+l)+31;1,2)  in diagonal form and 
replacing the subarray with a KS3(3m + 3l; 1, 2) not necessarily in diagonal 
form, we immediately get the following construction for Kirkman squares. 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose there exists 
(1) a PGBTD(n+ I,3) with Property C which contains a set of w 
partitionable transversals T 1, T 2, ..., T w, 
(2) a set of 3 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side m, 
(3) IA(m+lj ,  6,5 ) where ~27=tb=l, 
(4) a PGBTD(m, 3), and 
(5) a KX3(3m+31; 1, 2). 
Then there is a KS3(3m(n + 1) + 31; 1, 2). 
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We note that the Kirkman squares constructed by Theorem 2.6 still have 
a great deal of structure; if the sub-design, a KS3(3m + 3/; 1, 2), is deleted, 
they are in diagonal form. 
This construction is one of the main recursive constructions used in 
Section4. We will also use two direct constructions for PGBTD(n, 3)s. 
Both of these constructions use 3-complementary f ames. Frames are also 
used in the next section to construct KS3(v; 1, 2). 
Let V be a set of v elements. Let G1, G2 .... , Gm be a partition of Vinto 
m sets. A { G~, G2, ..., Gin}-frame F with block size k, index 2, and latinicity 
/~ is a square array of side v which satisfies the properties listed below. We 
index the rows and columns of F by the elements of V. 
(1) Each cell is either empty or contains a k-subset of V. 
(2) Let Fi be the subsquare of F indexed by the elements of Gi. Fi 
is empty for i=  1,2, ..., m. (The F~'s are often called the holes of the frame.) 
(3) Let j~  G;. Row j of F contains each element of V -  G;/~ times 
and column j of F contains each element of V -  Gi/~ times. 
(4) The collection of blocks obtained from the nonempty cells of F 
is a GDD(v; k; G1, G2 .... , Gm; O, ,,~). (See [55] for the notation for group 
divisible designs (GDD).) 
We will use the following notation for frames. If I GiJ = h for i = 1, 2 .... , m, 
we call F a (kt, 2; k, m, h)-frame. The type ofa {G1, G2 ..... Gm}-frame is the 
"", Ul u2 . . .  tTl multi-set {[Gll, ]G2[, f Gml }. We will say that a frame has type t 1 t2 
if there are ui Gj's of cardinality t~, 1 ~< i ~</. 
Let ~ be a set of t { G1, G2, ..., Gin} -frames with block size k, index 2, and 
latinicity/~, Y = {F ~, F 2 ..... Ft}. Let F be the superposition o fF  1, F 2 ..... U, 
F = F~o F 2 . . . . .  F t. Suppose F satisfies the following properties. 
(1) Let Fi be the subsquare of F indexed by the elements of Gi. F~ 
is empty for i = 1, 2, ..., m. 
(2) Each cell of F contains at most one block of size k. 
Then ~ is called a set of t complementary { G~, G2, ..., Gm}-frames. More 
briefly, we say that there exists a t-complementary {G~, G2, ..., Gm}-frame. 
Various types of 2-complementary frames have been studied; these 
frames are usually called complementary frames. Sets of t complementary 
frames for t > 2 were introduced in [ 28 ] and existence results and applica- 
tions can also be found in [28 ]. We will use the following existence result 
for 3-complementary f ames. 
THEOREM 2.7 [28]. There exist 3-complementary (1, 2; 3, m, 3)-frames 
for m a positive integer, m>>-5, except possibly for meM= {6, 10, 14, 16, 
18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 38, 39, 42, 44, 46, 51, 52, 118}. 
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Sets of orthogonal partitioned incomplete Latin squares (OPILS) are 
also required for the constructions for partitioned generalized balanced 
tournament designs. Definitions and results for OPILS can be found in 
[29, 53]. We will use the existence of three OPILS of type 3 ". 
THEOREM 2.8 [29, 53]. There exists a set of three orthogonal parti- 
tioned incomplete Latin squares of type 3 ~ for n a positive integer, n >~ 5, 
except possibIy for neN= {6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 28, 32, 34}. 
3-complementary (1,2; 3, n, 3)-frames and sets of three OPILS of type 3 n 
can be used to construct an infinite class of PGBTD(m, 3). For com- 
pleteness, we include the proof. 
THEOREM 2.9 [25]. I f  there exists a 3-complementary (1, 2; 3, 3n, 3)- 
frame and a set of three orthogonal partitioned incomplete Latin squares of 
type 33~, then there exists a PGBTD(9n + 1, 3). 
Proof Let v=U~=I(G,,uGi2wG,3) where Gij={uu, vu, w~}. 
Similarly, let =U~=I(G~lwGi2uG~3) where Gu={W~j,v~,wT.j} , and let 
V= Un=l (G uai2 UG) where G = {~, vO, wu}. 
Let F1, F2 and F 3 be a set of 3-complementary (1,2; 3, 3n, 3)-frames. 
F1 will be a {Gll, G12, GI3, G21, G22, G23, ..., Gnl, Gn2, G,3}-frame defined 
on V, F2 will be a {GH, G12, Gx3 ..... G,1, Gn2,~3~3}-frame d fined on V, 
and F3 will be a {G'~1,G-~12,GT3 ..... G'~,G"~2,G~3}-frame defined on if'. F will 
denote the superposition of F1, F2 and F3, F = F 1 o F 2 o F 3 . 
Let M1, M2, and M 3 be a set of three mutually orthogonal partitioned 
incomplete Latin squares of type 33L M1 is defined on V with partition 
{Gll, G12, G13, G21,622, G23, ..., Gnl, Gn2, Gn3}, M 2 is defined on V with 
partition {Gll, G12, G23 ..... G~l, Gn2, Gn3}, and M3 is defined on F" with 
partition {G~l,GTz,G'~13,...,G~,l,G'~,z,G~3}. M will be the array of triples 
formed by the superposition of M~, M2, and M3, M=M1 oMzoM 3. 
Let NI, N2, and N3 be a set of three mutually orthogonal partitioned 
incomplete Latin squares of type 33" defined on Vu Vu if'. This time the 
partitions are defined as follows. N~ is defined on V with partition 
{{~. ,  w12, w,3}, {.11, u12, .13}, {.,1, .12, .i3}, ..., 
{~ol, wo2,w.~}, {u~l, un~, u~3}, {v~l, vo2, vo~}}. 
N2 is defined on V with partition 
{{Wl,, w,2, w,3}, {u,,, u,2, u13}, {~,  v,~, ~} .... , 
{w~l, wo2, w°3}, {uo,, un2, u~3}, {.nl, .n2, .°3}} 
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N3 is defined on V with partition 
{{~ ~ ~} {~ ~ ~} {~ ~ ~} 
W11~W12~W13 ~ /~/11~U12~b/13 ~ /)11~/)12~U13 ~...~ 
{Wnl,Wn2,Wn3}, {b/~l, //n2, b/n3}, {/)~1, /)~2, /)~3 }}" 
N will be the array of triples formed by the 
N3, N = N 1 o N~ o N 3 . 
For i = 1, 2 ..... n and j = 1, 2, 3, define the 
A/j = 7w~v~ ~vuwi ~
superposition of N~, N2, and 
following arrays: 
7u~jvu 
~wu 
~= 
m~ 
w,yw~w o 
u~ 
v~v~v~ 
Nm 
7vu uu 
/~f f  
Pvo~ 7~uu 
~w~g ' ~q~ij ' 
y t~j w~j o~ uij w# 
We also require sets of three mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side 
4 defined as follows. 
(1) /-/a will have groups {cq Wil, wa, w~3}, {fl, w~l, wg2, wg3}, and 
{7,w~.1,w~2,~t3}. We write H a so that it contains as a last column the 
following: 
w~l wglw~l 
Wi2 Wi2Wi2 
Wi3 Wi3Wi3 
o~Py 
(2) //~2 will have groups {7, ua, u~2, u~3}, {~, ua, u~2, ui3}, and 
{fl, ui~, u"72, u~3 }. We write / /a so that it contains as a last column the 
following: 
ua un u~l 
Ui 2 bli2 Ui2 
Ui3 I'li3 lgi3 
7 o~ fl 
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(3) g,3 
following: 
will have groups {fl, va, v,2, v~3}, {y, v~l, vi2, v~3}, and 
We write ///3 so that it contains as a last column the 
/)il Uil Vil 
Vi2 Ui2Vi2 
Vi31)i3Vi3 
fl y o~ 
Each of the//~]s can be written in the following form, where/~j is a 3 x 3 
array: 
i 
We now construct three 
and F, M, and N: 
Pl 
(9n + 1) x (9n + 1) arrays using these arrays 
All 
Cll 
F B n 
A12 B12 
A,,3 Bn3 
C12 ..- Cn3 0~j~ 
P2 
Dll 
Cll 
M Bl l  
O12 B12 
On3 Bn3 
C12 "'" C,,3 ~fl~' 
p~= 
K11 
T11 
N SH 
K12 S12 
Kn3 an 3 
T12 "'" T.3 ~zfly 
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Every element in Vw Vw Vw {0~, fl, 7} occurs once in each row and 
column of P1, P2, and P3. Let cg denote the last column of P1 and P2. We 
permute the rows of P~ so that the last column of the resulting array P3 
is cg. We can now write P1, P2, and P3 in the following form: 
P~ = 
Ei cg 
f~ cq~7 
Finally, the array 
p = E1 E2 E3 ~ 
F1 Fz F3 ~f17 ~f17 
is a PGBTD(9n + 1, 3) defined on Vw Vu Vu {a, fl, 7}. Every element in 
Vw Pw Vu {~,fl, 7} occurs at most three times in each row of P and 
precisely once in each column of P. The deficient set of triples of P is the 
set of triples contained in cg. It can be verified that every distinct unordered 
pair in Vu Vu Vu {~, fl, 7} occurs precisely twice in P. The partitioning 
of P follows immediately from the construction. I
We use Theorem 2.9 together with the existence results from 
Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 to construct an infinite class of PGBTDs. 
COROLLARY 2.10. There exist PGBTD(9n + 1, 3)for n a positive integer, 
n>>,5, exeept possibly for ne {6, 8, 10, 13, 14, 17}. 
Partitioned generalized balanced tournament designs can also be con- 
structed using 3-complementary (1, 2; 3, n, 1)-frames. These frames can 
often be constructed algebraically [56]. 
THEOREM 2.11 [23]. I f  there exists a 3-complementary (1,2;3, n, 1)- 
frame and a set of three mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order n, then 
there is a PGBTD(n, 3). 
3. CONSTRUCTIONS FOR KIRKMAN SQUARES 
In this section, we describe several constructions, both direct and 
recursive, for Kirkman squares. 
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The first construction is a direct construction using starters and adders. 
A starter S for a KS3(3n; 1,2) defined on Z3,_1~ {oo} is a partition 
of Z3n_lw{oo} into n triples {{xl, y l ,z l} ..... {xn_ l ,y ,  1,zn-1}, 
{0% u, v}} such that every non-zero element of Z3n_~ occurs precisely 
twice in the multiset {+_(x i -y i ) ,  +_(x i -z3,  +(y~-z~) l i=  
1, 2, ..., n -  1} w { +(u-v )} .  A corresponding adder A(S) is a set of n dis- 
tinct elements of Z3, 1, A=(al ,a2, . . . ,an) ,  such that {xi+a~,y i+a~,  
z i+ai  I i=  1, 2 , . . . ,n -  1} w {u+a,,,  v+a,}  =Z3,_ , .  
THEOREM 3.1 [7, 37]. I f  there exists a starter S for a KS3(3n; 1, 2) and 
a corresponding adder A(S), then there is a KS3(3n; 1, 2). 
Starters and adders are used in the next section to construct KS3(v; 1, 2) 
for several small orders of v. There is also a starter-adder construction for 
partitioned generalized balanced tournament designs; see [ 23, 24, 25 ]. The 
KS3(v; 1, 2)s constructed using these designs (via Theorem2.3) always 
contain as a subarray a KS3(3; 1, 2). 
It is easy to use KS3(v; 1, 1) to construct Kg3(v ; 1, 2) directly. 
LEMMA 3.2. I f  there exists a KS3(v ; 1, 1), then there is a KS3(v ;  1, 2) 
which contains as a subarray a KS3(3; 1, 2). 
Proof Let Kbe  a KS3(v; 1, 1). The array [o x o] is a Ka3(v; 1,2). | 
We will also use the direct products and the singular indirect product to 
take care of some special cases of Ka3(v ; 1, 2). 
THEOREM 3.3 [ 37]. I f  there exists a ( 1, 2; 3, m, 1 )-fi'ame, a KS3(n + 1; 1,2), 
and three mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side n, then there is a 
KS3(mn + 1; 1, 2) which contains as a subarray a KS3(n + 1; 1, 2). 
THEOREM 3.4 [37]. I f  there exists a (1,2; 3,m,h)-frame, a KS3(hn+w; 1,2) 
which contains as a subarray a KS3(w; 1, 2) (w>~3), and three mutually 
orthogonal Latin squares of side n, then there is a KS3(hmn + w; 1, 2) which 
contains as a subarray a KS3(w; 1, 2). 
THEOREM 3.5 [37]. Let u, v, and w be non-negative integers such that 
O<.u<w<v.  Suppose that v -u=O (modh) and w-u=-O (modh). 
I f  there exists a (1, 2; 3, m, h)-frame, an IA((v - u)/h, (w - u)/h, 5), 
a KS3(v + 1; 1, 2) which contains as a subarray a KS3(w + 1; 1, 2), and a 
KS3(m(w - u) + u + 1; 1, 2), then there exists a KS3(m(v - u) + u + 1; 1, 2). 
The product constructions are special cases of the Basic Frame construc- 
tion using uniform frames. The remaining constructions in this section use 
the more general form of the Basic Frame Construction. For completeness, 
we indicate the proof. 
582a/72/1-5 
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THEOREM 3.6 (Basic Frame Construction). Suppose there exists a 
{ G1, G2 .... , Gm}-frame F with block size 3, index 2, and latinicity 1. I f  there 
exists a KS3(IGi[ + w; 1, 2) which contains as a subarray a gS3(w; l, 2)for  
K m all i, 1 <<. i <~ m, then there is a S3(Zi= 1 ]all + w; 1, 2) which contains as a 
subarray a KS3(w; 1, 2). 
Proof Let F be a {G1, G2, ..., Gm}-frame with block size 3, index 2, 
and latinicity 1 defined on a set V= ~)im 1 Gi. Let K~ be a KSa(IG~r + w; 1, 2) 
defined on Giw{OOl, OO 2 .... ,oow} which contains as a subarray a 
KS3(co; 1, 2), K', defined on the set {oo 1, o02, ..., OOw}. Ki can be written in 
the following form, i = 1, 2 ..... m: 
K~= Ai C/ 
R~ K' 
We construct a KZ3(~-~m= 1 [G;[ + w; 1, 2) using F and the Ki's as follows: 
K= 
A1 F Ci 
Am Cm 
R1 ..- Rm [K '  
It is straightforward to verify that K is a KS3(~-2,im= 1 ]Gil + w; 1, 2) which 
contains as a subarray a KS3(w; 1, 2). I 
We use group divisible designs and the existence of 3-complementary 
frames to construct frames with larger hole sizes. 
THEOREM 3.7 (Group Divisible Design Construction). Let G be a 
GDD(v; K; G1, G2, ..., Gin; 0, 1). Suppose there exists a 3-complementary 
( 1, 2; 3, k, 3)-frame for each k ~ K and a KS3(3 [Gi] + 3; 1, 2) which contains 
as a subarray a KS3(3; 1, 2) for each i, i = 1, 2, ..., m. Then there exists a 
KS3(3v + 3; 1, 2) which contains as a subarray a KS3(3; 1, 2). 
Proof We use the Basic Frame construction together with the standard 
PBD construction (or group divisible design construction) [ 28 ] for 3-com- 
plementary frames to construct a 3-complementary { 3 ] G11,3 [ G21 ..... 3 J Gm [ }- 
frame with block size 3, index 2, and latinicity 1. I 
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The next frame construction is used for some special cases of 
KS3(v; 1, 2)s where v - 3 (mod 9). 
THEOREM 3.8. Let n be a positive integer, n¢8 .  There exists a 
KS3(72n + 21; 1, 2) which contains as a subarray a KS3(3; 1, 2). 
Proof Since there exist 3-complementary (1,2; 3, q, 6)-frames for q = 1 
(rood4) a prime power [28, Corollary 3.12], we can use PBD closure 
[57, 32] to construct 3-complementary (1, 2; 3, m, 6)-frames for m-= 1 
(mod 4), m ¢ 33. Next we apply the tripling construction for 3-comple- 
mentary frames [28, Theorem2.5] using the existence of 30P ILS  of 
type 6 m for m--1 (mod 4) from [29, 53] to construct 3-complementary 
( 1, 2; 3, m, 18)-frames for m -= 1 (rood 4), m ~ 33. Let m = 4n + 1. Since there 
is a KS3(21; 1, 2) which contains as a subarray a KS3(3; 1, 2) [7], we can 
use the Basic Frame Construction to construct KS3(18(4n + 1) + 3; 1, 2), | 
4. Tim EXISTENCE OF KS3(v ; 1, 2) 
In this section we determine the spectrum of KS3(v; 1, 2) with six 
possible exceptions for v. 
In order to apply the constructions from the previous sections, we need 
several existence results for group divisible designs (GDDs) and incomplete 
orthogonal arrays. It will be useful to have some additional notation for 
GDDs. Let G be a GDD(v; K; G1, G2, ..., Gin; 0, 1). The type of G is the 
multiset { IGll, IG2[,--., IGm]}. G has type g~ g~2.., g~1 if there are hl Gj's of 
cardinality gi, 1 ~<i<~m. G is often denoted as a K -GDD of type 
Ul  /4 2 gl g2 "'" g)'~. A transversal design, TD(k, n), is a GDD which has k groups 
of size n and block size k (21 =0 and )~2= 1) or a {k} -GDD of type n k. 
It is well known that a TD(k + 2, n) is equivalent to the existence of a set 
of k mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side n. For existence results on 
TD(k, n), we refer to [4, 5, 1, 19, 54]. 
We first construct GDDs for some special values of v. 
L~MMA 4.1. (i) There exists a {5} -GDD of type 387. (ii) There exists 
a {5} -GDD of type 31211. (iii) There exists a {5, 7} -GDD of type 476. 
Proof (i and ii) There exist resolvable GDDs with block size 4 and 
type 38 [49] and 312 [48]. Adjoin a new dement xi to each block in the 
ith resolution class of the GDD, and add a new group {Xl,X2 .... ,xr} 
where r = 7 or r = 11, respectively. The resulting designs are { 5 }-GDDs of 
tyes 387 and 31211. 
(iii) There exists a resolvable TD (4, 7), T. Let X1, X 2 .... , X7 be the 
groups of T and let R1, R2 ..... R 7 denote the seven resolution classes of T. 
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(Ri contains even blocks of size 4.) Adjoin a new element Yi to each block 
in Ri; let B, denote the resulting set of seven blocks of size 5 for 
i=  1, 2, ..., 6. We construct a {5, 7}-GDD of type 476 as follows. The 
groups are the blocks in 177 and Y= {Yl, Y2 .... , Y6}. The blocks of the 
GDD are X1, X2 ..... X7 and the blocks in U 6= 1 By | 
Truncated transversal designs are use to construct several types of 
GDDs, [ 16]. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose there exist 7 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of 
side n, a TD(9, n). Let x and y be integers, 0 <~ x, y < n. 
(i) There esists a {7, 8, n, x} -GOD of type 7"-x8 x. 
(ii) There exists a {7, 8} -GDD of type nVx. 
(iii) There exists 
(iv) There exists 
(v) There exists 
(vi) There exists 
(vii) There exists 
Proof 
a{7,  
a {8, 
a {8, 
a{7,  
a{7,  
8, n} -- GDD of type 7"x. 
9} - GDD of type nSx. 
9, n} - GDD of type 8"x. 
8, 9, n, x} - GDD of type 7" -X8Xy. 
8, 9} -- GDD of type n7(x)(y). 
All of these constructions use truncated transversal designs. We 
indicate the proof of (i); the other constructions are similar. 
(i) Let T be a TD(9, n) with groups X l ,X2 ..... X 7 ,Y ,Z .  Let 
Y= {Yl, Y2,--., Y,} and let Z= {Zl, z; .... , zn}. Let Bi, B'2, ..., B'n be the 
set of blocks which contain the element z1. Delete all elements of Z and 
n -  x elements of Y, Yx+l, ..., Y,, from T. Denote the resulting design by 
T'. Let Bi=B~-{z l ,  yx+l .... ,y ,}.  We construct a GDDG on 7n+x 
elements as follows. The groups of G are the n blocks B; for i-- 1 .... , n. 
There are x groups of size 8 and n -x  of size 7. The blocks of G are 
X1, X2 .... , XT, ¥' = { Yl, Y2, ..., Yx} and the remaining blocks of T'. 
Note that for (ii) we only need a TD(8, n). | 
We will also need the "following existence results for incomplete 
orthogonal arrays. 
LE~MA 4.3 [10]. For every integer n ~>20, an IA(v, n, 5) exists if and 
only if v >>-4n except for (v, n)~ {(94, 23), (102, 25), (110, 27), (123, 30), 
(90, 21), (98, 23), (106, 25), (114, 27), (122, 29), (146, 35)}. 
LEMMA 4.4. There exists an IA(9m + 1 + 3n, 3n, 5) for m and n positive 
integers, 0 <<, n <~ 26 and m >>- 26. 
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TABLE I 
KS3(v ; 1,2) for v~0 (mod 3), 12~v~<99, v~ {72, 78, 90} 
m 3m + 3 KS3(3; 1, 2) Construction 
3 12 yes [14] 
4 15 yes [37] 
5 18 ? 3.1, [7] 
6 21 yes 3.1, [7] 
7 24 yes 2.3, PGBTD(8, 3), [23] 
8 27 yes 2.3, PGBTD(9, 3), [23] 
9 30 ? 3.1, [7] 
10 33 yes 3.1, [37] 
11 36 yes 2.3, PGBTD(12, 3), [23] 
12 39 yes 3.2, KS3(39; 1, 1), [46] 
13 42 ? 3.1, Appendix 1 
14 45 yes 3.1, Appendix 1 
15 48 yes 1.4 
16 51 yes 1.3 
17 54 ? 3.1, Appendix 1 
18 57 yes 3.1 
19 60 ? 3.1, Appendix 1 
20 63 yes 1.3 
21 66 yes 1.4 
22 69 yes 3.1, Appendix 1 
24 75 yes 1.4 
26 81 yes 3.2, KS3(81; 1, 1), [11] 
27 84 yes t .4 
28 87 yes 1.3 
30 93 yes 3.8, 93 = 72.1 + 21 
31 96 yes 3.6, 4.1(i) 
32 99 yes 1.3 
33 102 yes 1.4 
Proof I f7~n~<26 andm~>26,  then there exist IA (9m+l+3n,  3n, 5) 
by  Lemma 4.3. We cons ider  the remain ing  cases. 
(i) n = 0. An  IA (9m + 1, 0, 5) is equiva lent  o a set of  three mutua l ly  
o r thogona l  Lat in  squares of side 9m + l. These exist for m a non-negat ive  
integer except  for m = 1. 
(ii) n = 1. Since there exists an IA(48,  12, 5) (direct  p roduct )  and  an 
IA(v, 48, 5) for v ~> 192 (Lemma 4.3), there exist IA(v, 12, 5) for v ~> 192. We 
fill in the miss ing subdesign,  a TD(5 ,  12), wi th an IA(12,  3, 5) [50]  to 
const ruct  IA (9m + 1 + 3, 3, 5) for m ~> 16. 
(ii i) n = 2. Since there exists an IA(25,  6, 5) [47]  and  an IA(v, 25, 5) 
for v/> 107 (Lemma 4.3), there exist IA (9m + 1 + 6, 6, 5) for m ~> 26. 
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TABLE II 
KS3(v; 1, 2) for v---3 (mod 9) 
m 9m + 3 Construction 
1 12 4.5 
2 21 3.1 
3 30 3.1 
4 39 4.5 
6 57 3.1 
8 75 1.3 
10 93 4.5 
12 111 1.3 
14 129 2.8, frame of type 143 [56] 
18 165 3.8, 165=72.2+21 
20 183 1.3 
22 201 3.4, 201 = 10.20+ 1, 11° frame [7] 
24 219 1.3 
26 237 3.8, 237 = 72.3 + 21 
30 273 2.3, PGBTD(91, 3) [25] 
32 291 1.3 
34 309 3.8, 309 = 72.4 + 21 
38 345 3.5, 345 = 19.18 + 3, 119 frame [56] 
39 354 3.7, 117 = 7 • 16 + 5, 4.2(i) 
42 381 3.8, 381 = 72.5 + 21 
44 399 1.3 
46 417 3.5, 417 = 46.9 + 3, 146 frame [28] 
48 435 1.3 
51 462 3.4, m=5, h=3, n=30, w=12,102=ll.9+3,9J~frame[28] 
52 471 1.2 
58 525 3.8, 525 = 72.7 + 21 
118 1065 3.7, 354=7..49+ 11, 4.2(i) 
(iv) n=3.  IA (9m+ 1 +9,  9, 5) are constructed for m>~26 in [58] .  
(v) n=4.  IA (9m+ 1 + 12, 12, 5) are constructed for m~>26 in [24] .  
(vi) n = 5. Since there exists an IA(60, 15, 5) (direct product )  and  an  
IA(v, 60, 5) for v ~> 240 (Lemma 4.3), there exist IA(9m + 1 + 15, 15, 5) for 
m~>26. 
(vii) n=6.  IA (9m+1+18,18 ,5)  are constructed for mt>26 in 
[24] .  | 
We are now in a pos i t ion to determine the spectrum of KS3(v; 1, 2). We 
first const ruct  KS3(v;  1, 2) for small  orders of v. 
LEMMa 4.5. Let v =--0 (mod 3). There exists a KS3(v; 1, 2)for v= 3 and 
12 ~< v ~< 99 except possibly for v ~ { 72, 78, 90}. Furthermore, there do not 
exist KS3(v; 1, 2)for v=6 and v=9.  
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Proof The array [ 123 103] is a KS3(3; 1, 2). Since there does not exist 
a resolvable (6, 3, 2)-BIBD, there does not exist a KS3(6; 1, 2) [17]. There 
are 9 resolvable (9, 3, 2)-BIBDs, [42]; since none of these have a pair of 
orthogonal reslutions, there does not exist a KS3(9; 1, 2). Constructions 
for KS3(v; I ,2 ) for v--0 (mod3), 12,.<v~<99 and v ~ {72, 78, 90}, are 
described in Table I. | 
Next we complete the spectrum of KS3(v ; 1, 2) for v -~ 3 (mod 9). 
LEMMA 4.6. There exists a KS3(v; 1, 2) for  v--3 (rood 9). 
Proof Constructions for all of the cases not covered by Theorem 1.4 
are described in Table II. We note that all of these KS3(v; 1, 2) except 
v = 30 contain as a subarray a KS3(3; 1, 2). | 
We use the existence of KS3(v;1,2 ) for v=-3 (mod9) and v -3  
(rood 12) and a number of different constructions for the next range of v. 
LEMMA 4.7. There exist KS3(3m+3; 1,2) fo r  m a positive integer, 
33 ~< m ~< 117 except possibly for m ~ { 37, 38, 41}. 
Proof If v = 3m + 3 is congruent o 3 modulo 9, we use Lemma 4.6 and 
if v - 3 (mod 12), we apply Theorem 1.3. The remaining cases are listed in 
Table III. We note that all of these KS3(v; 1, 2) contain as a subarray a 
KS3(3; 1, 2). | 
The next result uses the GDDs constructed in Lemma4.2 and 
Theorem 3.6. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let rn be a positive integer, 118 ~< m ~< 2115. There exists a 
KS3(3m + 3; 1, 2) which contains as a subarray a KS3(3; 1, 2). 
Proof Let 118<~m~<144. We write m=7.16+x+y where x and y 
are positive integers, x, y~Ml={3,  4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16}, and 
6 ~< x + y ~< 32. Since there are 7 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of 
order 16, there is a {7, 8, 9}-GDD of type (16)7(x)(y) (Lemma4.2(vii)) 
and an {8, 9}-GDD of type (16)8x (Lemma4.2(iv)). There exist 3-com- 
plementary (1, 2; 3, k, 3)-frames for k~ {7, 8, 9} (Theorem 2.7) and there 
exist KS3(3/+ 3; 1, 2) which contain as subarrays a KS3(3; 1, 2) for l~ M1 
(Lemma 4.5). We apply Theorem 3.6 to construct KS3(3m + 3; 1, 2) which 
contain as a subarray a KS3(3; 1, 2). 
Let N= {6, 10, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 38, 39, 42, 44, 
46, 51, 52, 118}. Let M2= {3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 
24, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 39, 40, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49}. 
Let n~{19, 23, 27, 31, 37, 41, 49, 59, 73, 89, 113, 144, 184, 235}. There 
exist 7 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order n [4]. Let 145 ~< 
m~<2115. We can write m=7n+x+y where (i) x is a positive integer, 
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TABLE  III 
KS3(3m + 3; 1, 2) for 33 ~< m ~< 117 
m 3m + 3 Construct ion 
34 105 
35 108 
43 132 
46 141 
47 144 
49 150 3.7, 
50 153 3.3, 
53 162 3.7, 
55 168 3.7, 
58 177 3.3, 
59 180 3.7, 
61 186 3.7, 
62 189 3.7, 
65 198 2.6, 
67 204 3.7, 
70 213 3.7, 
71 216 3.7, 
73 222 3.7, 
74 225 3.7, 
77 234 3.7, 
79 240 3.7, 
82 249 3.7, 
83 252 3.7, 
85 258 3.7, 
86 261 3.7, 
89 270 3.7, 
91 276 3.7, 
94 285 3.7, 
95 288 3.7, 
97 294 3.7, 
98 297 3.7, 
101 306 3.7, 
103 312 3.7, 
106 321 3.7, 
107 324 3.7, 
109 330 3.7, 
110 333 3.7, 
113 342 3.7, 
115 348 3.7, 
3.7, 4.1 (iii) 
3.7, {5} - GDD of type 7 5 
3.5, m= 10, h= 117], v= 14, w=2,  u= 1 
3.4, m = 10, h = 2, n = 7, 21° frame [ 7] 
3.7, 4.1(ii) 
{7} - GDD of type 77 
m =5,  h =6,  n = 5, 65 frame [28]  
53 = 7 .7  ÷ 4, 4.2(ii) 
{5} -GDD of type 511 
m= 16, h= 1, n= 11, 116frame [7]  
59 = 7 .8  + 3, 4.2(ii) 
61 = 7.8 + 5, 4.2(i) 
53 = 7 .8  + 6, 4.2(ii) 
66=8.8+2, n=7, m=8, w=l, l=2 
67 = 8 .8  + 3, 4.2(v) 
70 = 8 .8  + 6, 4.2(v) 
71 = 8 .8  + 7, 4.2(v) 
73 = 7 .9  + 7 + 3, 4.2(vi) 
74 = 7 .9  +7 + 4, 4.2(vi) 
77 = 7 .9  + 7 + 7, 4.2(i) 
79 = 8 .9  + 7, 4.2(v) 
82=7 11 +5,  4.2(i) 
83=7 11+6,4 .2( i i )  
85=7 11+8,4 .2 ( i )  
86=7 11+9,4 .20)  
89 = 7 11 + 6 + 6, 4.2(vii) 
91=8 11 + 3, 4.2(iv) 
94 = 8 11 + 6, 4.2(iv) 
94 = 8 11 + 7, 4.2(iv) 
97 =7 13 +6,  4.2(iii) 
98 =7 13 +7,  4.2(iii) 
101 = 7 .13  + 10, 4,2(iii) 
103 = 7 .13  + 12, 4.2(iii) 
106 = 7 .13  + 7 + 8, 4.2(vi) 
107 = 8 .13  + 3, 4.2(v) 
109 = 7 .13  + 10 + 8, 4.2(vi) 
110 = 8 .13  + 6, 4.2(v) 
113=7.16  + 1, 4.2(i) 
115=8.13  + 11,4.2(v) 
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TABLE IV 
KS3(3m + 3; 1, 2) for 145 ~< m ~< 2115 
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Range of m 7. n + x + y Bounds on x + y Type GDDs 
145 ~<rn ~< 167 7 .19+x+y 6~<x+y~<34 i, ii 
168 ~<m ~<205 7 -23+x+y 10~<x+y~<44 i, ii 
199~<m~<237 7 .27+x+y 10~<x+y~<48 i, ii 
227 ~< m ~< 266 7 .31+x+y 10~<x+y~<49 i, ii 
267 ~<rn ~< 331 7 .37+x+y 8~<x+y~<72 i 
297~<m~<363 7 .41+x+y 10~<x+y~<76 i 
353 ~<m~<436 7 .49+x+y 10~x+y~<93 i 
423 ~<m~<531 7 -59+x+y 10~<x+y~l l8  i, ii, iii 
521 ~< m ~< 657 7.73 + x + y 10 ~< x + y ~< 146 i, ii, iii 
633 ~<m~<801 7 -89+x+y 10~<x+y~< 178 i, ii, iii 
801 ~m~<1017 7 .113+x+y 10~<x+y~<226 i, ii, iii 
1018 ~<m~< 1296 7. 144+x+ y 10~<x+y~<288 i, ii, iii 
1296 ~< m ~< 1656 7. 184 + x + y 8 ~< x + y ~< 368 i, ii, iii 
1655 ~<m<~2115 7 .235+x+y 10~<x+y~<470 i, ii, iii 
x>~5, x~N,  x~<n and (ii) y is a positive integer, y~Mn where 
M,={yly<<.n}c~Mzi fn~<49 and M,={y[50<<.y<<.n}uMzi fn>~50.  
We use the set of 7 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side n to 
construct hree types of GDDs, Lemma 4.2: (i) a {7, 8, 9, n, x}-GDD of 
type 7n-xSXy if x, y<n,  (ii) an {8,9}-GDD of type 8ny if x=n,  and 
(iii) a {9}-GDD of type n 9 if x=y=n.  There exist 3-complementary 
(1, 2; 3, k, 3)-frames for k~ {7, 8, 9, n, x} and there exist KS3(3/; 1, 2) 
which contain as a subarray a KS3(3;1,2) for lsM,,. We apply 
Theorem 3.6 successively to construct KS3(3m + 3; 1, 2) which contain as a 
subarray a KS3(3; 1, 2). Table IV contains a more detailed description of 
these constructions. |
We now use Theorem 2.6 to complete the spectrum. 
LENNA 4.9. There exist KS3(v;1,2) for v a positive integer, v-=O 
(rood 3), and v >1 6345. 
Proof Let v = 3u. The case u --- 1 (rood 3) is covered by Lemma 4.6. 
There exist PGBTD(n + 1, 3) with Property C and a partitionable trans- 
versal for n=7 and n=8 [26]. There exist PGBTD(9s+ 1, 3) for s~>26 
(Corollary2.10), IA(9s+3r, 3r, 5) for s~>26 and 0~<r~<26 (Lemma4.4), 
and KS3(3(9s+ 1 +3r); 1,2) for r,s>>.O (Lemma4.6). We now apply 
Theorem 2.6. 
If u - 0 (mod 3), we write u = 9(9s + 1) + 3r where s ~> 26 and 0 ~< r ~< 26. 
We apply Theorem2.6 with n=8,  m=9s+ 1, l=3r to construct a 
KS3(3u; 1, 2). (Note that u>~9(9-26+ 1)=2115.) 
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If u - 2 (mod 3), we write u = 8(9s + 1 ) + 3r where s/> 26 and 0 ~< r ~< 23. 
We apply Theorem2.6 with n=7, m=9s+l ,  l=3r  to construct a 
KS3(3u; 1, 2). (Note that u>~8(9.26+ 1)= 1880.) | 
Combining the results in this section, we have determined the spectrum 
of KS3(v; 1, 2) with 6 possible exceptions. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let v be a positive integer, v -  0 (mod 3), v # 6, 9. There 
exists a KS3(v ;  1,2) except possibly for  re{72, 78, 90, 114, 117, 126}. 
Furthermore, there do not exist KS3(v  , 1, 2) for  v = 6 and v = 9. 
A careful ook at these constructions gives the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let v be a positive integer, v=-O (mod3), v~>12. 
There exists a KS3(v; 1, 2) which contains as a subarray a KS3(3;1, 2) 
except possibly for  vE {18, 30, 42, 54, 60, 72, 78, 90, 114, 117, 126}. 
5. SUMMARY 
We have proved that the necessary conditions for the existence of 
KS3(v ; 1, 2)S or DR(v, 3, 2)-BIBDs are sufficient for v~> 12 with at most 
six possible exceptions. There are now several different constructions 
available for KS3(v ; 1, 2)s. As in the case of Room squares, Kg3(v ; 1, 2)s 
can be constructed with quite a bit of additional structure, for example 
Kg3(v ; 1, 2) in diagonal form (Theorem 2.3 and [25]) and KS3(v ; 1, 2) in 
"almost" diagonal form (Theorem 2.6, Lemma 4.9). The Group Divisible 
Design Construction, Theorem 3.7, can also be used to complete the 
spectrum of DR(v, 3, 2)-BIBDs. Similar constructions using group divisible 
designs and the existence of 3-complementary (1,2; 3, k, 3) frames can be 
used to prove the existence of doubly near resolvable (v, 3, 2)-BIBDs 
[26] and another class of Kirkman squares, KS3(v; 2, 4)s [27]. In each 
case, a number of different constructions are also required for "small" v. 
These group divisible design constructions illustrate the close connections 
between these three types of doubly resolvable designs. KS3(v ; 2, 4) can 
also be constructed irectly from partitioned generalized balanced tour- 
nament designs with block size 3, and the existence of ua3(v ; 2, 4)s with 
additional structure is established in [27]. 
APPENDIX 
We list starters and adders for KS3(v; 1, 2) for ve {42, 45, 54, 60, 69}. 
DOUBLY BJ3SOLVABLE (V, 3, 2) -B IBDs  
KS3(42; 1, 2) 
S 00013 11127 2 4 8 61518 242529 3237 38 52139 
A 0 1 2 14 37 20 3 
S 92028 101931 162640 33 357 12 2330 22363 141734 
A 16 8 24 39 7 12 21 
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KS3(45; 1, 2) 
S 00022 124 31126 5616 91418 233713 303610 333540 
A 0 1 3 5 10 30 41 2 
S 71532 81724 203143 212739 252841 421229 193438 
A 25 17 39 35 11 19 26 
KS3(54; 1,2) 
$ ~ 06 124 
A 0 1 
3824 52532 71526 92231 193446 495011 
4 5 6 14 23 37 
S 
A 
394144 304852 232936 132138 173545 4051 10 122842 162037 
10 45 44 26 33 31 49 15 
143343 182747 
A 29 52 
KS3(60; 1,2) 
S 00019 1224 31011 4635 5817 71216 232753, 323843 
A 0 1 2 3 6 19 21 15 
S 364652 414856 344457 263751 213354 284255 222550 133045 
A 53 4 52 50 34 37 58 8 
S 182040 92947 395815 143149 
A 23 48 17 20 
KS3(69; 1, 2) 
S 00034 1332 4512 
A 0 1 2 
6911 21529 81317 101625 142237 
4 3 8 10 28 
S 364955 305767 334354 213547 203159 284561 234258 274465 
A 59 60 12 22 32 51 18 20 
S 264664 184060 50537 516319 383962 245256 414866 
A 41 11 54 29 15 6 58 
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